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Introduction
People counter is now one of the fundamental element in shopping mall and has become popular installation in the
shopping mall environment. The mall’s architecture is being modified in a way that can accept full integration with people
counter.
Footfall is essential metric for shopping mall management. To meet the challenges of managing growing influx of visitors,
people counter plays a key role in analyzing shopper’s behavior, preference, up until mall structure and key business
arrangement. This planning guide is your exclusive guide to all the process stages, from project planning to handover stage.
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People Counters for Shopping Mall
FootfallCam combines video counting and Wi-Fi counting to provide a comprehensive coverage on shopper’s analysis, which
includes shopper behavior and preference. With people counting technology implemented in the mall environment, you will be
able to get an in-depth analysis from multiple insights that will grow your business ahead.
A common question, why do shopping malls need people counter? We provide five ways to justify the need for people
counting device in your shopping mall.

Maximize Rental Revenue
Zone analytics assists shopping mall to identify zones that generates most sales opportunities based on visitor count or
shopping duration and justify rental rates. Management can identify which tenant should be paying higher or lower rent.

Measure Marketing Effectiveness
Booths are set up during festival season to attract visitors into the mall. Shopping malls will be able to quantify and track the
performance of each marketing event located at different foyers.

Determine Optimal Tenant Mix
Better understanding on customer visit behavior, interest and preference allows management to make informed decision on
where tenants should be located.

Staff Planning
Management will be able to implement better personnel allocation. For instance, allocation of security personnel in areas with
higher visitor count or cleaning personnel to perform their task.

Customer Loyalty and Engagement
With visibility into returning customer, management gains the ability to quantify the customer loyalty to certain areas or zones
and perform better allocation on zone arrangement.
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1. Basic Planning
1.1 Positioning Counter
Footfall counter is to be installed on the ceiling, looking perpendicular down at the entrance. There are several types of ceiling
that customer is required to take note of including suspended ceiling and coffered ceiling to ensure the counter is installed on
flat surface.
Ideal height of installation: 2.1 meters – 4.5 meters. Positioning the counters at different ceiling height higher than the effective
range will need extra accessories to help installing the counter at its effective range. This includes wall bracket and drop pole
for exceptionally high ceiling of more than 4.5 meters up until 10 meters.
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1.1.1 Places not suitable for counter position

Curved Ceiling

Glass Ceiling

Mall Atrium

1.2 How many counters needed?
The following table gives an estimation of counters needed based on size of shopping mall measured in square feet:
Depending on the mall requirement for people counter, the numbers will be adjusted accordingly.

Small

250,000 s.f.

20 units

Estimated Number of Counters
Option C: Installed
Option B: Installed at
Extensively
Entrance and Corridor
(Entrance, Corridor,
Escalator etc.)
32 units
50 units

Medium

500,000 s.f.

40 units

65 units

85 units

Large

1,000,000 s.f.

60 units

110 units

150 units

Type of Mall

F100327-17

Total Area (Square
Feet)

Option A: Installed at
Entrance only
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1.3 Types of Systems
A. Entrances including carpark elevators

✓
✓
✓
✓

Installed at mall entrances including min entrance, side
entrance, carpark lifts
Video counting
Track number of visitors coming from outside who enter
the shopping mall
Counts do not sum up with corridor

B. Corridors

✓
✓
✓
✓

Installed at mall corridors
Video counting
Track number of visitors passing through certain
corridors
Counts do not sum up with entrance

C. Zones

✓
✓
✓
✓

F100327-17

Installed at different zones e.g. food court, fashion zone
etc.
Wi-Fi counting feature
Track number of visitors in specific zones
Counts sum up from existing corridors located within
the same zone
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1.4 Number of Counters Required
A. Entrance
Actual ceiling height and entrance width is important to accurately determine the number of cameras and camera degree lens
needed. Prior to installation, these measurements must be obtained to calculate using FootfallCam Calculator.

Ceiling Height

Entrance Width

B. Corridor
Determining number of counters for corridors is fundamentally different from entrance. The numbers are determined based on
floor plan e.g. how many corridors within each levels of mall, pathway direction of the corridor and corridor sections.
If you have any doubts on the configuration of corridor counters, FootfallCam consultant is ready to look at your floor plan to
do detailed planning for you.
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1.5 Wi-Fi Detection Radius Adjustment
By default, the counter has a detection radius of up to 100m. In a shopping mall environment, the detection radius may need to
be adjusted due to high possibility of coverage overlapping from the counters within the same zone. The higher the number of
counters installed within a zone, each counter will have relatively lesser detection radius to avoid overlapping.
User may adjust the Wi-Fi threshold from a range of 5 to 100 metres.
*To adjust the Wi-Fi threshold, please refer to Shopping Mall Configuration Guideline

70m

75m

20m
25m
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1.6 IT Network – Cabling Structure
Main Network Point

Network Hub
Ground Floor

Network Hub
First Floor

Network Hub
Second Floor

Network Hub
Third Floor

FootfallCam
Other Network
Application

Other Network
Application

Cat5e cable recommended

User to take note:
1.

FootfallCam can be deployed in the existing IT network infrastructure. User is not required to procure additional
network system to support FootfallCam. Network hub can be added to the existing networking infrastructure in the
event of:
a. The distance between the counter and the network point exceeds 100m
b. Number of ports on the network hub is not sufficient to support the existing number of counters

2.

The bandwidth requirement for FootfallCam is approximately 10kB per hour. It has minimal impact on the network
consumption of the ethernet infrastructure. Please refer to Network Bandwidth Requirement for additional details.

3.

Only PoE Injector or Mid-Span switch will be provided by FootfallCam. If user has existing End-Span switch in place,
it is encouraged to use your own switch. FootfallCam will not provide the injector or switch for installation.
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1.6.1 Power-over-Ethernet (PoE) Set Up
There are three options to connect using PoE:

A. Connect using single PoE Injector
Data Network

Router
Power
Supply

PoE Mid-Span
Switch

B. Connect using PoE Mid-Span Switch

C. Connect using PoE End-Span Switch

Data Network
Power
Supply

Data Network

Router

PoE End-Span
Switch

Power
Supply

FootfallCam

FootfallCam
PoE Mid-Span
Switch

Data Network
Power
Data and Power
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1.7 FootfallCam Cloud Server or Corporate (Private) Server
Option 1 FootfallCam Cloud Server
Using FootfallCam Cloud Server, FootfallCam Analytics Manager V8 to manage all your counters from one place. Data is sent
from counter using customer’s network through encryption to the cloud server. Data aggregation is then performed in the cloud
server and available on the analytics manager.

Option 2

Corporate (Private) Server

Using Corporate Server, data is directly sent from counter using store network to the corporate server without going out from
the network loop. This is for user who have security concerns over transmission of data outside the designated network.

1.7.1 Server Installation
FootfallCam provides customers with free cloud platform (www.footfallcounter.com) to manage all the counters by
default. If customer would like to install FootfallCam Analytics Manager software on their own (private / corporate)
server, the server must fulfill the below requirements to ensure full compatibility with our software. This server
requirement supports up to 2000 units of counters within the system.

Minimum Server Requirements
Operating System

Windows Server 2008 R2 and above

Storage

500GB to 1TB (For up to 2000 Counters)

Memory

16GB

Database

MS SQL Server 2016 and above

Web Server

Internet Information Services (IIS)7.0 and above

Microsoft. NET

4.0

CPU Processor

3.1 GHz (64-bit Processor) with Multi-Core
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1.7.2 Network Bandwidth Requirement
The table below highlights the minimum bandwidth usage in different frequency of data transference from the
FootfallCam counter into the database. The usage of bandwidth requirement is approximately the same and there is
virtually no difference in bandwidth usage between the Analytic Manager hosted on the cloud server of FootfallCam,
or the customer’s own corporate server.

Network Bandwidth Requirement
Description

Bandwidth Use

Upload to Server

Counting Data (JSON)

Approx. 6KB/counter

Every hour

Wi-Fi Data (JSON)

Approx. 5KB/counter

Every Hour

Client Data (JSON)

Approx.50KB “350 detected clients

1/day

Video

Approx. 25MB/video

3/day (Until accuracy audit study completed)

Internet Speed (Video for
fine tuning)

20MB per seconds

1.7.3 Required Network Configurations
The customer must enable three ports to enable the counter to pass through the proxy for the counter to be properly
uploaded to the FootfallCam central database. The ports that are required to be open to allow access for data
procession is the same for customers that have decided to install the software on a corporate server. In addition to
unblocking the ports according to the table below, customer is required to unblock the following server access in the
network firewall:
1)
2)
3)

Unblock FootfallCam server (http://footfallcounter.com)
Unblock (http://91.109.10.77)
Unblock (http://54.85.80.97)

Network Configurations
Port

Protocol

80
(HTTP)

TCP

22
(SSH)
26
(SMTP)

F100327-17

TCP
149.202.72.16

Purpose
To enable data
uploading/downloading
to/from server/cloud
To enable remote support to
the counter
To enable mail server to
receive scheduled reports
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2. Detailed Planning
2.1 Installation
2.1.1 Network Port Selection
Multiple counters require multiple network ports available. To sustain a larger number, FootfallCam provides PoE
switch with 4 ports, 8 ports or 16 ports depending on the number of people counters installed at each floor. If required
by the customer, PoE switch with more than 16 ports can be supplied by FootfallCam to ensure full compatibility with
the counters.
Additional network hub is necessary if there is only one cable available and a need for additional counters. The
additional network hub is to be provided by customer.

2.1.2 Planning Counting Directions
Installing at escalators or moving walks requires directional planning.

Second Floor

First Floor

Ground Floor
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2.2 Configuration
To configure the counter into entrance, corridor or zone counters, customer is required to clearly identify the counter types and
send us the following information in order for us to correctly configure the counter.
One counter can have two configuration types, for instance, it can be a corridor counter and located within one zone.
Customers may select multiple types depending on where the counter is installed and its associated type.
•
•
•

Entrance – Counters located at the entrance to count actual number of people coming in or out
Corridor – Located at mall corridors to count number of people passing through that specific corridor
Zone – Located at large areas to count number of people passing through that specific area. Zone may include
multiple corridors. Counters installed at these corridors will have Zone type configured in addition to Corridor type

Counter Name

Entrance
✓

Entrance Name

Corridor

Corridor Name

1.

Victoria 1

2.

Ely 1

✓

East Corridor

3.

Norwich 1

✓

East Corridor

4.

Norwich 2

Zone

Zone Name

Victoria Entrance
✓

Norwich Zone

✓

Norwich Zone

**To configure people counter, please refer to Shopping Mall Configuration Guideline
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2.3 Counting Accuracy Audit
Verification is the accuracy audit for each counter. Once the counter is successfully installed, customer may request for
verification to be performed by our verification engineer.

The verification can be completed with accuracy
of 90% and above:
•
•
•
•

Bi-directional visitors flow
Installation at effective range of ceiling
heights (2.1m – 4.5m)
Installation at places with visitors flow
and sufficient lighting
Installation that is within effective
coverage area of each people counter

The verification cannot be completed with good
accuracy:
•
•

Multi-directional visitors flow
Installation at outside effective range of
ceiling heights (>4.5m) without
supportive equipment to lower down the
height

•
•
•

Installation at places with no visitors flow or insufficient lighting
Installation within concealed ceiling
Installation that cover wide areas outside the effective coverage area of each people counter

2.3.1 Staff Handling
Exclusion line can be applied to exclude staff from being mistakenly counted as visitors. Customer is required to
inform us on the staff entrances and it would be included in the verification to discount staff at the specific entrances
generally used by staff.
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2.4 Deliverables
Customer can receive multiple reports analyzed from the data collected.

2.4.1 Mall Daily Report
Total Visitors from
main entrances

Average period of
visitors’ stays in the
mall

Percentage of
customer returns
within the last 7 days

Hour with
highest
number of
visitors

Hourly distribution of
visitor counts from all
entrances

Visitor counts from
all entrances over
the last 30 days

Mall daily report provides an overview on:
✓
✓
✓
✓

F100327-17

Total visitors count
Visit duration, returning customer rate
Heatmap distribution
Hourly and daily distribution of number of visitors
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2.4.2 Zone Analytics
Number of visitors
in specific zone

Determine the engagement of visitors in different zones. Zone analytics gives management statistics on:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
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Sales opportunities of each zone
Value of space and of zones
Number of visits
Marketing effectiveness
Resource allocation and optimal tenant mix
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2.4.3 Wi-Fi Analytics Report

Visitor flows from
entrance to respective
zones

Visitors pathway
and the percentage
Visitor flows from
one zone to another
zone

Determine the traffic flow of visitors in different zones of a large compound. Traffic flow diagram provides in-depth
insights on:
✓
✓
✓
✓
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Visitors preferred pathway
Visitors behavior and response to marketing activities in different zones
Number of visitors in each pathway
Management’s marketing effectiveness
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